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SUMMARY6

The eastern offshore of Martinique is one of the active areas of the Lesser Antilles Sub-7

duction Zone (LASZ). Although its seismicity is moderate compared to other subduction8

zones, LASZ is capable of generating a M 7+ interplate earthquake and recent studies and9

historical events, such as the M8 1839 and M 7-7.5 1946 earthquakes, confirm this possibil-10

ity. Given the high risk that Martinique can face in case of unpreparedness for such a M 7+11

earthquake, and the lack of a regional seismic hazard study, we investigated through numeri-12

cal modelling how ground motion can vary for a hypothetical Mw 7.5 interplate earthquake.13

Our main objective is to highlight the major factors related to earthquake source that can14

cause the highest variation in ground motion at four broadband seismic stations across Mar-15

tinique. For this purpose, we generated 320 rupture scenarios through a fractal kinematic16

source model, by varying rupture directivity, source dimension, slip distribution. We com-17

puted the broadband ground motion (0.5-25 Hz) by convolution of source-time functions18

with Empirical Green’s Functions (EGFs), that we selected from the analysis of moderate19

events (M 4-4.5) recorded in the area of interest since 2016 by the West Indies network.20

We found that the fault geometry and the spatial extension of the largest slip patch are the21

most influential factors on ground motion. The significance of the variation of the predicted22

ground motion with respect to ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) depends on23
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the evaluated frequency of ground motion and on the station. Moreover, we concluded that24

the EGF selection can be another significant factor controlling the modelled ground mo-25

tion depending on station. Our results provide a new insight for the seismic source impact26

on ground motion across Martinique and can guide future blind seismic hazard assessment27

studies in different regions.28

Key words: Strong ground motion, Fault slip, Rupture propagation, Source time functions,29

Synthetic seismograms30

1 INTRODUCTION31

Martinique is located on the Lesser Antilles Subduction Zone (LASZ, Fig. 1), that is moderately32

active but capable of generating a M 7+ interplate earthquake (e.g., Feuillet et al. 2011). LASZ33

is formed by the subduction of the Atlantic oceanic lithosphere under the Caribbean plate at a34

relatively slow convergence rate of 18 mm per year (DeMets et al. 2010). Martinique island is35

part of the north-south trending magmatic arc of LASZ. The seismicity of LASZ can be divided36

into: 1) flat-thrust interplate events above approximately 50 km in the fore-arc; 2) deep in-37

traslab events in the back-arc; 3) intraplate events within the Carribean Plate (Russo et al. 1992;38

Laigle et al. 2013; Ruiz et al. 2013). The scarcity of large (M > 7) interplate thrust earthquakes39

in LASZ implies an unusual strain release compared to other subduction zones (Russo et al.40

1992). Nonetheless, past studies (Ruiz et al. 2013; Laigle et al. 2013; Weil-Accardo et al. 2016)41

proposed that LASZ has high potential to generate a megathrust earthquake: the seismogenic42

zone might extend to the mantle wedge, below the forearc, and moderate seismic activity at43

the base of the seismogenic zone can load shallower segments and initiate a larger mega-thrust44

event. A similar mechanism has been proposed for the Japan trench subduction zone, leading45

to the 2011 Mw 9 Tohoku earthquake (Satriano et al. 2014; Barbot 2020). Laigle et al. (2013)46

and Satriano et al. (2014) point to the similarities between Japan trench and LASZ—such as47

the lack of tremors and very-slow-low-frequency earthquakes, and the sustained activity in the48

mantle wedge—to better understand the long-term seismic activity of LASZ. Indeed, the recent49

study of Paulatto et al. (2017), linking heterogeneity of Vp/Vs ratio to earthquake activity in50
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LASZ, supports the proposed tectonic explanation and the analogy between Japan Trench and51

LASZ.52

Historical events in the region confirm the possibility of a mega-thrust earthquake genera-53

tion in LASZ. Feuillet et al. (2011) compiled the data from several reports and papers for all54

significant historical earthquakes in the Lesser Antilles. They concluded that the magnitudes55

of the 1839 and the 1946 earthquakes offshore Martinique (Fig. 1) should be in the range of56

7-8, based on regional intensity reports. Moreover, Weil-Accardo et al. (2016) studied the sea57

level changes over the last two centuries by analysing morphological changes of microatolls in58

eastern offshore Martinique. They underlined the strong possibility of magnitude 7 or more for59

both historical earthquakes.60

Great population density in Martinique leaves it vulnerable to high risk in case of unpre-61

paredness for a M > 7 earthquake (Audru et al. 2013). In the absence of a regional seismic62

hazard study, ground motion prediction by numerical modelling can guide future mitigation63

studies. The conventional approach in seismic hazard assessment is the use of ground motion64

prediction equations (GMPE) that provide estimation of peak ground motion at a distance (Dou-65

glas 2003). A GMPE is developed based on statistical data, and the paucity of large events in66

LASZ renders a regional GMPE development difficult in Lesser Antilles. Indeed, the only avail-67

able GMPE, the ‘B3’ model of Beauducel et al. (2011), is limited to events of magnitude less68

than 6.3. As an alternative to GMPE, numerical modelling offers the possibility of better under-69

standing the physical aspect of the phenomenon (i.e., earthquake source and wave propagation).70

It allows for testing the outcomes of different configurations, which is particularly important for71

moderately seismic areas such as LASZ.72

The challenge in numerical modelling is the uncertainty associated with model or input73

parameters, in particular when working with limited knowledge on earthquake process. The74

uncertainty related to earthquake source parameters can bring significant variations in the mod-75

elled ground motion (e.g., Ripperger et al. 2008; Imperatori & Mai 2012; Spudich et al. 2019).76

This impact is also valid in backward modelling. For example, as shown in Ragon et al. (2019)77

by their analyses on the 2016 Amatrice, Italy earthquake, accounting for uncertainties of only78

fault geometry can drastically control the estimated fault slip.79
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Our main objective is to identify the major factors related to earthquake source that con-80

trol the ground motion amplitudes in Martinique during a potential Mw 7.5 interplate thrust81

earthquake. Within this objective, we prepared 320 rupture scenarios by varying kinematic fea-82

tures of the target hypothetical earthquake. For each scenario, we coupled fault rupture with83

Empirical Green’s Functions (EGF) for seismic wave propagation, and predicted broadband84

ground motion (0.5-25 Hz) at four stations of Martinique. Past studies (e.g., Ameri et al. 2009;85

Hartzell et al. 2002; Pacor et al. 2017; Sørensen et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2009; Withers et al.86

2019) underlined the significant effect of source parameters on ground motion—for example,87

spatial variations of ground motion amplitudes due to rupture directivity or the location of slip88

asperities—, and the necessity of considering the variability of source parameters when mod-89

elling ground motion. Here, we take forward these studies by considering a comprehensive set90

of source parameters and performing analyses in a broader frequency range.91

The secondary objective is to test the role of EGF selection on predicted ground motion. The92

EGF approach emerges as a powerful method to model broadband ground motion, especially93

when no detailed knowledge on propagation path is available, as revealed by many applications94

in the literature (e.g., Kamae & Irikura 1998; Pulido et al. 2004; Causse et al. 2009; Courboulex95

et al. 2010; Del Gaudio et al. 2018). It also takes into account possible site effects (except for96

soil non-linearity) and provides full time histories of ground motion, differently than GMPEs.97

On the other hand, among the applications in actively seismic areas, EGFs can be selected from98

foreshocks or aftershocks of a specific earthquake (e.g., Del Gaudio et al. 2015; Dujardin et al.99

2016). Here, we study a moderately-active zone with no successive recordings of such smaller100

events. In this case, selected events can differ more by several aspects such as seismic moment,101

stress drop, hypocentre location, etc. As Pavic et al. (2000) denoted, due to such differences102

between selected EGFs, further variation in ground motion can arise from the EGF method103

itself. Therefore, we also questioned the influence of EGF selection on ground motion.104

Scoping these two objectives, the paper is structured as follows: 1) we detail the methods105

that we used for modelling source kinematics and wave propagation; 2) we explain how we106

constructed the set of earthquake scenarios and selected moderate earthquakes to employ as107

EGF; 3) we address the following three questions, respectively: ‘Which aspect(s) of the source108
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control the ground motion, and why?’; ‘How important is such a source impact on ground109

motion with respect to the GMPE?’; ‘Is the EGF selection another significant factor to account110

for ground motion prediction?’; 4) we discuss the limitations of our study and present the main111

conclusions.112

2 METHODS113

We model the target interplate Mw 7.5 earthquake by using the kinematic source model of114

Ruiz’s Integral Kinematics (RIK, Ruiz et al. 2011). RIK model generates, for an earthquake115

with a prescribed seismic moment, a stochastic slip distribution along with the full slip history116

—the source-time functions (STF)— at each node of a discretised fault plane. We convolve the117

output STFs with empirical Green’s functions (EGFs) to compute ground motion at four stations118

of Martinique. In the following are given the main features of the RIK and EGF methods,119

respectively.120

2.1 Ruiz’s Integral Kinematics (RIK) model121

We performed kinematic rupture modelling by using the RIK model implementation of Gallovič122

(2016). Slight modifications of the original RIK method issued by this implementation are also123

present here. The numerical tool that we used is an open source code (see Data and resources).124

RIK is a composite model that describes an earthquake as a hierarchical set of smaller125

earthquakes, by definition of Frankel (1991). The essential idea behind the development of126

composite models is to represent the seismicity as a cascade of sub-sources standing for a wide127

range of wavelengths (Andrews 1980), and to mimic the high-frequency ω−2 decay (ω, being128

the angular frequency) of far-field displacement spectrum in observations (Aki 1967; Brune129

1970), and in dynamic models of circular cracks (e.g., Madariaga & Ruiz 2016). A detailed130

review on the evolution of composite models can be found in Ruiz et al. (2011).131

The number of sub-sources depends on their size, which follows a fractal distribution: the132

number of sub-sources with radius greater than a given size is:133
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Figure 1. Seismicity of the Lesser Antilles Subduction Zone (LASZ). The dashed ellipses indicate the

rupture area of the 1839 and 1843 earthquakes, inferred by Feuillet et al. (2011). The circles, coloured

by depth, are the hypocentres from the unified catalogue of the IPGP French observatories (OVSG &

OVSM 2020), between 01/01/2014 and 31/12/2019. Focal mechanisms, from GlobalCMT (Dziewonski

et al. 1981; Ekström et al. 2012), are for M5+ earthquakes between 1978 and 2019. Focal mechanism for

the 03/02/2017 Mw 5.8 event is from SCARDEC (Vallée et al. 2011).
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Figure 2. Seismic catalogue selected for this study. The dashed polygon represents the geographical

selection; hypocentres within this polygon are only of those recorded by the four broadband stations in

Martinique. These hypocentres are also shown on the vertical cross-section, along with the slab model

of Paulatto et al. (2017). Focal mechanism for the 03/02/2017 Mw 5.8 event is from SCARDEC (Vallée

et al. 2011).
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N =
SUBmax∑

i=SUBmin

(2i− 1)
L

W
(1)

where L is fault length; W is fault width; SUBmin and SUBmax are lower and upper limits of134

the ratio of fault width to sub-source diameter, respectively.135

Each sub-source is a circular fault, or crack—by definition of Eshelby (1957)—that is asso-

ciated with a slip function of ∆u, as follows:

∆u(r) =
24

7π

∆σ

µ

√
R2 − r2 (2)

where ∆σ is the static stress drop; µ is the shear modulus; r is the radial distance to the sub-136

source centre; and, R is the sub-source radius. The formula is valid for r < R; slip is zero137

outside the crack.138

In the RIK model, the ω−2 decay results from imposing a slip-velocity function with a scale-139

dependent rise time τ(R) (Ruiz et al. 2011):140

τ(R) =






αL0
Vr

, if 2R > L0

α(2R)
Vr

, if 2R ≤ L0

(3)

where R is the sub-source radius, α is a constant, that we set to 1 in this study; L0 is a threshold141

of pulse width; and, Vr is the rupture speed.142

The scale dependency of rise time only applies for the sub-sources with diameter smaller143

than L0. This feature implies a low-pass filtering effect on the final slip spectrum.144

The total slip rate of the modelled earthquake is obtained by summing the slip-rate contri-145

bution of each sub-source. More details on the method can be found in Ruiz et al. (2011).146

2.2 Empirical Green’s function (EGF)147

2.2.1 Formulation148

We use the Empirical Green’s Function (EGF) method (Hartzell 1978; Irikura 1986) to model149

seismic wave propagation. This technique starts from the representation theorem of Aki &150

Richards (2002), which establishes a relationship between a fault rupture and the associated151

ground motion, based on Betti’s theorem. The displacement, in the direction −→xn , un, at position152
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x, and time t, can be related to a discontinuity in the −→xp direction of a fault plane Σ by the153

following integral:154

un(x, t) =

∫

Σ

mpq(ξ, τ) ∗Gnp,q(ξ, τ ; x, t)dΣ (4)

where mpq is the moment density tensor; G is the derivative of the Green’s function tensor155

with respect to the direction −→xq (along which the moment arm, or force separation, extends —156

seismic source is represented by a force couple here); and the symbol ∗ denotes time convolu-157

tion.158

Assuming that fault is embedded in a linearly elastic, isotropic medium, and each fault point159

has the same slip-time dependency, the moment density tensor can be simplified as follows:160

mpq = µ(ξ)s(ξ, τ)(−→sp−→nq +
−→sq−→np) (5)

where µ is the shear modulus; s is the slip function; and −→s and −→n are the unit slip and fault-161

normal vectors, respectively, and the term between parentheses represents the focal mechanism162

of the causative fault.163

Assuming that the radiated wave lengths are much greater than the fault dimension, eq. 4164

can be written as follows:165

un(x, t) =

∫

Σ

mpq(ξ, τ)dΣ ∗Gnp,q(ξ, τ ; x, t) (6)

When replacing the integral of the above equation with the seismic moment of a real —166

EGF— event, MEGF
0 , it is possible to express the displacement-time history of an EGF event167

by the following convolution:168

uEGF
n (x, t; ξ0, τ0) = MEGF

0 (−→sp−→nq +
−→sq−→np)H(τ − τ0) ∗Gnp,q(ξ0, τ0; x, t) (7)

where H is the unit Heaviside function that stands for source-time function based on the as-169

sumption that the recorded wave periods are greater than rupture duration: Such an assumption170
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means that the source is treated as a true point source — that has a negligible extent; ξ0 and τ0171

are the hypocenter and the origin time of the EGF event.172

We solve the displacement of the target event by the variational formulation of eq. 6 for a173

discretisized fault plane as follows:174

un(x, t) =
∑

ij

µij · l · w · Sij(−→sp−→nq +
−→sq−→np)

ij ∗Gij
np,q(ξ, τ ; x, t) (8)

where l and w correspond to length and width of the unit area of the discretisized fault plane,175

respectively; S stands for the slip amplitude that is associated with the grid point (ij).176

Assuming the same focal mechanism between the EGF and target events, and the same177

Green’s function term for each fault segment, we can solve the above equation by using the178

EGF recording. Replacing the focal mechanism and Green’s function term based on eq. 7, we179

rewrite the displacement of target event as follows:180

un(x, t) =
∑

ij

µij · l · w · S̃ij

(MEGF
0 )ij

∗ (uEGF
n )ij(x, t; ξ, τ) (9)

In this new formulation, S̃ stands for the slip function of the target event that is deconvolved181

by the step function of EGF.182

The detailed explanation of the assumptions and derivation of above formula can be found183

in Aki & Richards (2002); Hutchings & Viegas (2012).184

We set the fault discretisation after the assumption of self-similarity between EGF and target185

events (Aki 1967), which, in this definition, implies a similar stress drop for the small and186

large earthquakes, and proportionality between slip and rupture length. The following equation187

provides the scale factor between EGF and target event based on seismic moment:188

n =
L

l
=

W

w
=

(
M target

0

MEGF
0

)1/3

(10)

where L and W are the fault length and fault width of the target event, respectively; l and w are189

the length and width of unit area of the fault grid, respectively; M target
0 is the seismic moment190

of target event.191

To satisfy the assumption of similarity between EGF and the target event in eq. 9, the two192
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events should share the characteristics of focal mechanism, location and stress drop. Based on193

the applications of Del Gaudio et al. (2015, 2018), an earthquake should satisfy the following194

criteria to be used as EGF: 1) its location should be close enough to that of the target event;195

2) its focal mechanism should be compatible to that of the target event (difference of faulting196

angles must be less than 15° and 30° for dip and strike, respectively); 3) its magnitude should197

allow for a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio; and, at the same time, it should be at least 2 points198

smaller than the target magnitude to comply with the point source assumption in eq. 7.199

2.2.2 Single-EGF vs Multi-EGF approaches200

The difference between the single- and multi-EGF approaches lies in the way one associates201

the grid points of the fault plane with EGF(s): in the single-EGF approach, all the grid points202

use the same EGF for convolution; in the multi-EGF approach, the nearest EGF to grid point is203

used.204

The multi-EGF approach can provide a better approximation of observations, as evidenced205

by past studies (Del Gaudio et al. 2015; McGuire & Ben-Zion 2017; Del Gaudio et al. 2018). As206

mentioned in Introduction, in case of scarcity of successive recordings, the difference of focal207

mechanism between the potential EGF events can critically increase such that EGF selection can208

become another factor causing further variation in predicted ground motion. Therefore, given209

the moderate seismicity of the studied zone, we considered both approaches in our analyses for210

further comparison.211

The multi-EGF approach requires a few corrections to bring all the EGFs to an equivalent212

energy level and to account for differences between dpoint (distance between station and grid213

point) and dhypo (distance between station and EGF hypocentre). We apply the following steps:214

(i) adjustment of EGF spectra to the same shape (see section 3.3.1);215

(ii) correction of differences in geometrical spreading: each convolution term, for each grid216

point, is multiplied by dpoint/dhypo;217

(iii) time shift correction: for each grid point, the source time function is shifted by:

tshift =
dpoint − dhypo

β
(11)
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where β is average shear velocity. We use β = 4.5 km/s, which is the average S-wave value from218

Paulatto et al. (2017) tomographic model in the 35-55 km depth range, where the synthetic faults219

are placed (see next section). The approximation in eq. 11 is sufficient when the EGF signals220

are dominated by S phase as in our study (see supporting figures in SI).221

3 EGF SELECTION AND EARTHQUAKE SCENARIOS222

In this section, we detail the procedure that we followed to select and correct the empirical223

Green’s functions, and the preparation of earthquake scenarios.224

3.1 EGF selection225

We extracted from the catalogue of the IPGP Lesser Antilles observatories (see Data and re-226

sources) 423 events, between 01/01/2014 and 02/06/2018, whose epicentral locations are within227

a polygon offshore Martinique, as shown in Fig. 2. The depth of the selected events range be-228

tween 0 and 196 km. The events follow the general trends of the subduction zone in terms of229

depth: they advent as a mix of crustal, interface, and intraplate events (see the discussion in230

Introduction). Thus, it is important to closely examine their depth and focal mechanism.231

The catalogue only comprises events which have been recorded at each of the four broad-232

band stations of the ‘West Indies’ network in Martinique (WI, IPGP 2008c; Anglade et al. 2015):233

BIM, ILAM, MPOM, and SAM (station locations shown in Fig. 3). We have limited knowledge234

of site conditions, essentially based on geological maps (Bureau de recherches géologiques et235

minières 2018): ILAM and MPOM are on rock, BIM and SAM are on soft soils (SAM is on236

volcanic ash and pyroclastic flow deposits), and site effects can be present at BIM and ILAM.237

Out of the 423 events in our initial catalogue, only three could be selected as EGFs, based238

on the criteria of distance, magnitude, and focal mechanism discussed in Section 2.2.1. In par-239

ticular, the desired EGFs: i) are located, in depth, in proximity to the subduction zone, as does240

the Mw 5.8 earthquake of 03/02/2017 that we use as reference; ii) have a magnitude in the inter-241

val of 3.5-5.5; iii) have a focal mechanism of reverse faulting—, and sticking to the flat-thrust242

characteristic of our target event, we only searched for events in the depth range of 25-65 km.243

Fig. 3 show the locations of the three events that satisfy these criteria while Table 1 provides de-244
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Figure 3. Source and station locations, and source properties of the selected EGFs. Map view of the four

selected Martinique stations (WI network), the two fault geometries, the selected EGF events and the

focal mechanism of the 2017 Mw 5.8 earthquake (top), and vertical section showing the EGFs and the

2017 focal mechanism (bottom). The slab geometry from Paulatto et al. (2017) is represented by contour

lines (10 km depth interval) in map view and by the solid line in the depth section. The red line in the

map view marks the contact between the overriding plate Moho and the slab, according to Paulatto et al.

(2017). Embedded figure displays the corner frequency vs. seismic moment for each selected EGF.
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Table 1. Catalogue information (ID, origin time, location, ML) for the EGFs used in this study and

source properties (Mw, fc, ∆σ) obtained from SourceSpec analysis.

EGF Catalogue ID Origin Time (UTC) Lon. (° E) Lat. (° N) Depth (km) ML Mw fc (Hz) ∆σ (MPa)

I ipgp2016fkyaql 2016-03-17T18:31:26 -60.56 15.00 54.1 4.12 4.1± 0.2 6± 2 40± 28

II ipgp2017hushqx 2017-04-21T10:13:01 -60.54 14.90 56.8 4.82 4.3± 0.2 5± 2 29± 22

III ipgp2017seplqt 2017-09-15T10:58:31 -60.50 15.00 50.0 5.04 4.5± 0.3 3± 2 27± 23

tails on these EGFs. Details on the determination of focal mechanism of the catalogued events245

are provided in SI. Moreover, note that, at the moment of submitting this article, a new solu-246

tion for EGF II was made available in the catalogue—event ipgp2017hushqz, see Data and247

resources—, with a slightly different location; we tested the effect of using this new solution248

on ground motion variation and verified the validity of the conclusions of the present work, as249

detailed in SI.250

We determined the source properties of the selected three events (moment magnitude, cor-251

ner frequency and stress drop) by using the SourceSpec software (Satriano 2020). SourceSpec252

calculates the earthquake source parameters for an event by inverting the S-wave displacement253

spectra from the recordings of multiple stations. The mean values of source parameters are com-254

puted by the average of the results of all the stations. The standard deviation of each parameter255

is also calculated; it can increase due to certain factors such as local soil conditions and/or poor256

signal quality at station. Therefore, we used all available data (stations from networks CU, G,257

GL, MQ, NA, and WI; network information is detailed in Data and resources) and disregarded258

the stations with relatively high deviation to increase the robustness of the solution. Table 1259

also lists the results of moment magnitude Mw, corner frequency fc, stress drop ∆σ for each260

selected EGF.261

In the following, we will only consider moment magnitudes. Fig. 3 shows the relation be-262

tween corner frequency and seismic moment of each event with respect to stress drop. The mean263

stress drop of each EGF is between 25 and 50 MPa, and align considerably well in the diagram.264
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Figure 4. Illustration of the logic tree organisation for generating earthquake scenarios. Three dots indi-

cate the repetition of sub-branches similar to those of neighbour branch.

3.2 Earthquake scenarios265

We prepared a set of earthquake scenarios for an interplate Mw 7.5 earthquake, comprising266

of 320 different kinematic rupture models. To take into account different aspects of source267

kinematics, we constructed a logic tree where each branch explores a different source parameter268

(Fig. 4). In the following, we briefly explain these aspects by hierarchical order.269

3.2.1 Fault geometry270

The logic tree starts with the main branches of fault geometry. We created two models: 1) a fault271

with a low aspect ratio (square-like) with dimensions of 50 km × 40 km; 2) a fault with a high-272

aspect ratio (rectangular) with dimensions of 80 km × 25 km. We set the model dimensions273

based on the scaling law of seismic moment for a magnitude 7.5 event such that the two cases274

have the same rupture area.275

We fixed the fault location and orientation based on a reference event, the 03/02/2017276

Mw 5.8 earthquake (Fig. 3). The focal mechanism of this event was reported as reverse faulting277
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with strike, dip and rake angles of 161°, 30° and 94°, respectively, and hypocentre is located at278

46 km depth (SCARDEC data by Vallée et al. 2011). We set our maximum fault depth to 55 km279

in all cases, by respecting the past documentation on the seismogenic zone (e.g., Paulatto et al.280

2017). As for the updip fault limit, we consider here a rupture occurring at the slab-mantle281

wedge interface, where most of the large M5+ interplate earthquakes and background seismic-282

ity occur (see Fig. 1), as also evidenced by Paulatto et al. (2017). Similarly to what happens for283

the Japan trench (Satriano et al. 2014), M7 earthquakes occurring deeper but closer to the coast,284

are susceptible to generate stronger ground motion. We defined the midpoint of the first type of285

fault geometry at the hypocentre coordinates of the 03/02/2017 event (15.090° N, 60.504° W).286

In this way, the fault plane extends between 35-55 km and 42.5-55 km depths for the first and287

second types of geometries, respectively. Fig. 3 depicts the location of two fault geometries in288

map view and cross section. The alignment of fault planes are slightly shallower with respect to289

the slab, but in good agreement with the depth of recorded events.290

3.2.2 Spatial distribution of sub-sources291

We created two sub-branches to test the effect of using uniform or dip-varying spatial distribu-

tion of large sub-sources. In uniform-distribution model, we evenly distributed the sub-sources

all over the fault plane; in dip-varying distribution model, we define the along-dip probability

to have a sub-source as:

P (d) = cos9
(

πd

2W

)
,

where d is the along-dip distance and W is fault width: P (0) = 1 at fault top; P (W ) = 0 at

fault bottom. The power of nine was arbitrarily chosen to increase the relative probability close

to the fault top with respect to the fault bottom. From this probability function, we define a

sub-source size-dependent probability

P̄ (R, d) = P (d)γ(R)

γ(R) =
R−Rmin

Rmax −Rmin
.

Hence, for the largest sub-source, the probability density function equals P (d); and for the292

smallest one it equals 1, i.e., being uniform over the fault plane.293
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3.2.3 Sub-source size294

We tested the effect of the presence of the largest sub-source, with diameter equal to fault295

width. The first sub-branch allows for a relatively large range of sub-source sizes: the largest296

and smallest radii equal 100 % and 5 % of fault width, respectively. We lowered the largest297

radius to 50 % in the second group.298

3.2.4 Pulse width, L0299

As mentioned in Section 2.1, this parameter produces a low-pass filtering effect on slip spec-300

trum, and hence can influence the ground motion amplitude. We tested the power of such influ-301

ence by adding two sub-branches: 1) L0 = 0.28×W ; 2) L0 = 0.4×W . The use of very small302

values of L0 can lead to unrealistically high ground motion amplitudes, such as PGA exceeding303

2 g; We opted for the L0 values for these two cases after a sensitivity analysis of the parameter304

on PGA (detailed in SI).305

3.2.5 Random parameters, idum1 and idum2306

The numerical tool that we use incorporates two parameters, idum1 and idum2, that control the307

randomness of the spatial distribution of sub-sources and propagation of rupture front on fault308

grid, respectively. We created two additional orders of sub-branches to account for each of this309

randomness.310

3.2.6 Rupture directivity311

We created a last order of sub-branches to test the effect of rupture directivity, by varying the312

hypocentre location. We prepared five cases based on the relative location of hypocentre on fault313

plane: left, right, top, bottom, centre.314

3.3 EGF correction and coupling with kinematic rupture model315

3.3.1 EGF correction316

We adjusted all selected EGFs to the same spectral shape that corresponds to a reference spec-317

trum for a Mw 4.3 event, with a seismic moment of 3.6 ×1015 Nm. The philosophy of EGF318
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correction is to reduce significant variation of ground motion amplitudes that can possibly arise319

from the difference of stress drop of selected EGFs (Hutchings et al. 2007; Del Gaudio et al.320

2015). We set the corner frequency of the reference spectrum to the mean of EGFs’ values, that321

roughly equals 5 Hz. For each station record of each EGF, the adjustment procedure applies as322

follows:323

(i) computation of the Fourier transform of displacement;324

(ii) conversion of displacement spectrum to seismic moment unit;325

(iii) deconvolution (amplitude division) of the converted spectrum by Brune’s spectrum that326

corresponds to the corner frequency and seismic moment of the uncorrected EGF—this step is327

similar to the application in Causse et al. (2017);328

(iv) multiplication of the deconvolved spectrum with the mean seismic moment.329

Generally, the EGF summation technique in eq. 9 is applied up to the EGF’s corner fre-330

quency (Hartzell 1978), above which the solution has larger uncertainties. This is mainly be-331

cause the point-source assumption in eq. 7 is satisfied with a flat amplitude spectrum, while332

the observed spectrum is not flat above the corner frequency. The EGF deconvolution by a333

Brune’s spectrum only partially recovers a flat amplitude spectrum: the Brune’s model is not334

fully adequate in describing high-frequency radiation, since it assumes an instantaneous rupture335

on a circular fault, which is a good approximation only below the corner frequency (Madariaga336

& Ruiz 2016). For higher frequencies, the spectrum of any earthquake deviates –in amplitude337

and phase– from the Brune’s model: the seismic radiation at high frequencies is inherently338

stochastic, since the different portions of the rupture interfere with each other. This stochas-339

tic behaviour is therefore still present after the Brune’s spectrum deconvolution and the EGF340

summation can result in constructive/destructive interference above the corner frequency, de-341

pending on the high-frequency spectrum shape of the (corrected) EGFs. We further discuss the342

limitation arising from this application in next section.343

It’s worth noting that we preserve the attenuation information on the final spectrum by not344

including anelastic (and geometric) attenuation in the Brune’s spectrum which is deconvolved in345
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step (iii). Final step of signal processing includes: removal of instrumental response, detrending,346

and band-pass filtering in the frequency band of 0.01-49 Hz.347

Fig. 5a shows an example of spectral adjustment of EGF III for the north-south component348

of station BIM. All the spectra are smoothed with a Hanning window of the 5th degree. We349

see in the example that the spectrum is deamplified after correction at frequencies below the350

corner frequency of reference spectrum (∼ 5 Hz) since the seismic moment of the uncorrected351

EGF is higher than the reference one. The flattening effect of EGF adjustment beyond corner352

frequency produces an amplification at frequencies above ∼ 5 Hz; however, due to the pre-353

served anelastic attenuation, the resultant spectrum still shows a decay for frequencies above354

∼ 6 Hz. The resulting signal in time domain depicts notable amplification—up to 2 times for355

peak values—throughout the signal duration due to correction, as shown in Fig. 5b.356

3.3.2 Coupling with kinematic rupture model357

We discretisized the fault plane based on the ratio of seismic moment between the target and358

EGF events, that equals 40. Referring to eq. 10, our fault grid contains 1600 points (40×40 for359

n = 40) for all rupture models.360

For each grid point, the corresponding source time function is convolved with the nearest361

EGF in 3D space. One example of such partition for the case of a fault with low-aspect ratio (the362

1st type of fault geometry in the logic tree) is given in SI (Fig. S1). We then made additional363

corrections as detailed in Section 2.2.2. The modelled ground motion at a station issued by the364

target earthquake equals the sum of the corrected convolutions. The velocity and density profile365

that we used is provided in SI.366

The frequency band which we considered for ground motion modelling is 0.5-25 Hz, based367

on signal quality. We further analysed the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of each EGF recordings368

for each station. Except for the cases with slightly lower SNR values, all the cases provide SNR369

values above 5 in the frequency band of 0.5-25 Hz. Therefore, we will refer to this frequency370

band in the evaluation of our ground motion models.371

The main limitation of our modelling approach is that the EGF has a corner frequency of372

5 Hz, that is smaller than the above-mentioned resolution, 25 Hz. As detailed in the previous373
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EGF III corrected for the NS component of station BIM

a)

b)

Figure 5. Example of EGF correction. a) Moment spectra of the north-south component of EGF III signal

at station BIM before and after correction. b) Velocity-time histories before and after correction.

section, the EGF deconvolution by a Brune’s spectrum does not mitigate interference effects374

arising from rupture stochasticity and, hence, the uncertainties associated with the modelled375

ground motion are higher above the EGF’s corner frequency. Causse et al. (2009) discuss that376

such stochastic effects can lead to overestimation of high frequency level of apparent source-377

time function in case of constructive interference. Here we verified the lack of such artefacts in378
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our models as exemplified in SI, Fig. S2. We note and consider this limitation when interpreting379

our results in the following.380

4 RESULTS381

We evaluate the results for the 320 simulated scenarios, through the following parameters: peak-382

ground acceleration (PGA), spectral acceleration (SA) values at 1, 2 and 5 Hz, and Arias inten-383

sity. We made these analyses on the maximum of the three components. Lancieri et al. (2015)384

showed that these are the most influential parameters on seismic structural analysis.385

4.1 Fault geometry and sub-source size control the ground motion prediction386

The first question we wanted to address is: ‘Which aspect(s) of the source control the ground387

motion?’. To answer this question, we evaluated the model outputs by considering each branch388

of the logic tree (Fig. 4). To account for both amplitude and energetic content of the calculated389

ground motion, we disaggregated the simulation results based on PGA and peak Arias intensity.390

Fig. 6 shows disaggregation for station ILAM (the analyses on the other stations lead to the391

same conclusion, as shown in SI). Our analyses on all four stations highlight a distinctive clus-392

tering due to the fault geometry and sub-source size: a low aspect ratio of fault geometry brings393

relatively low energetic ground motion (cluster A); whereas, a high aspect ratio of fault geome-394

try together with smaller slip asperities—i.e., a rectangular fault where sub-sources larger than395

50% of fault width are forbidden—results in a notable amplification of peak ground motion396

(cluster B).397

Such clustering implies a significant change of wave energy throughout the signal duration398

and in a broad frequency range (0.5-25 Hz). We picked a representative case from each of399

the above-mentioned two clusters A and B. We compared the two cases by acceleration-time400

histories, their Fourier amplitudes, and temporal change of Arias intensities. Fig. 7 displays401

this comparison for all stations. The cluster B case evicts a higher level of wave energy at all402

stations: PGA is approximately 2 times higher, and the peak Arias intensity can reach to 10403

times higher values for all stations.404

We found that the combination of a fault geometry with a high aspect ratio and a spatially-405
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Figure 6. Disaggregation of computed ground motion by PGA and peak Arias intensity for station ILAM.

We classified the results by different parameters in each diagram: by fault geometry, spatial distribution

of sub-sources (PDF), sub-source size, pulse width, idum1, idum2, and directivity. The choice of fault

geometry and sub-source size parameters are the causative factors of two distinct clusters, which we call

‘A’ and ‘B’.

condensed largest slip distribution, i.e., smaller patches with greater slip values, makes a double406

effect of amplification of source energy; and, this double energy boost leads to the clustering of407

ground motion. We compared the two clusters by sub-source distribution (a), final slip distri-408

bution (b), and STF (moment-rate time function) and moment spectra (c) (Fig. 8). Our analysis409

evidences that:410

(i) The presence of the sub-source with a diameter equal to fault width (cluster A) results in a411

spatially extensive slip asperity such that a significant part of the fault plane undergoes relatively412

large slip. Yet, the lack of such big-size sub-source (cluster B) results in a slip distribution where413

the largest values are spatially concentrated in relatively small patches. This leads to a partial414

amplification of source energy in the whole frequency band, in particular above 1 Hz.415

(ii) The fault geometry with high aspect ratio (cluster B) can result in a rupture propaga-416
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Acceleration 
(m/s/s)

Fourier amplitude 
(m/s)

Arias intensity
(m/s)

Figure 7. Comparison of acceleration-time histories (left panel), Fourier amplitude (middle panel), and

Arias intensities (right panel) between cluster A (in black) and cluster B (in red) (see Fig. 6). We used the

north-south component of signals in each comparison. Each row corresponds to the results of a station:

BIM, SAM, ILAM, and MPOM, from top to bottom, respectively. The frequency band of 0.5-25 Hz is

indicated by grey bars.

tion that is longer and in a composite source-time function with multiple peaks and shorter rise417

time—individual slip-rate functions become spiky (short rise time) in the cluster B case, differ-418

ently than the case of cluster A that has smooth STFs (see details in SI). This complexity also419

partially contributes to the energy amplification in the whole frequency band.420

4.2 Comparison with GMPE: source impact on ground motion determines the GMPE421

compatibility422

The second question we wanted to address is: ‘How important is the source-related changes423

in ground motion with respect to the GMPE?’. In previous section, we evidenced two clusters424

of synthetic ground motion due to the differences of source definition. Here, we evaluate this425

ground-motion clustering by referring to the compatibility of the modelled data with GMPE.426
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Figure 8. Comparison of source features of the two clusters shown in Fig. 6. a) Comparison of cluster

A (left panel) and cluster B cases (right panel) by sub-source distribution. b) Same as a for final slip dis-

tribution. c) Comparison of source-time function (left panel) and moment spectra (right panel) between

cluster A (in black) and cluster B (in red) cases.

Bozzoni et al. (2011) compiled all the available databases in Eastern Caribbean Islands and427

analysed different GMPEs that have been developed for other regions with similar seismotec-428

tonic settings. They recommend the GMPE of Zhao et al. (2006) for the type of events we study429

here, namely plate interface earthquakes with a reverse faulting mechanism. A similar conclu-430

sion was made in a later study by Douglas & Mohais (2009). The GMPE of Zhao et al. (2006)431

consists of four soil categories: rock, hard soil, medium soil, and soft soil. In the absence of a432

detailed knowledge on site conditions, we have chosen the site condition of soft soil. We ver-433
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ified by using other site conditions that this choice only causes slight variations of amplitude434

and does not change our conclusions (see figures in SI).435

The two clusters of synthetic ground motion have two different levels of ground motion436

amplitude by distance. The compatibility of these trends with GMPE for Mw 7.5 strongly437

depends on frequency and station. Fig. 9 shows the comparison of synthetic ground motion and438

GMPE curves for spectral acceleration (SA) analyses at 1, 2, and 5 Hz. We make the comparison439

separately for each station, and the hypocentral distance at each simulation varies based on the440

definition of hypocentre. In general, cluster B is associated with higher amplitude of ground441

motion at all distances. At 1 Hz, the majority of the synthetic ground motion agrees well with442

GMPE for stations BIM and SAM; but, the ground motion at the same frequency is mostly443

underestimated for stations ILAM and MPOM. At 2 Hz, SAs for cluster A align with mean444

GMPE predictions for the stations BIM and SAM, whereas they are closer to lower limit of445

GMPE predictions for the other two stations. At 5 Hz, the cluster B mostly overestimates the446

GMPE predictions for all stations except for MPOM, and the agreement of the first cluster with447

GMPE remains station dependent. The comparative analysis of PGA prediction between the448

synthetic data and GMPEs gives the same conclusion as we show here for SA at 5 Hz: the449

synthetic data in cluster B overestimates the GMPE predictions for all stations, and the cluster450

A data mostly fall into the predicted range of GMPEs for only MPOM (Details can be found in451

SI).452

Accounting for the limitation of ground motion modelling above the corner frequency of453

EGFs, that equals 5 Hz, we further verified our conclusions below that frequency. Our conclu-454

sions remain valid: ground motion amplitude is clustered in two groups, and the compatibility455

of the clusters with the GMPEs depends on both station and evaluated frequency (detailed in456

SI).457

4.3 EGF selection can emerge as a significant station-dependent factor for ground458

motion prediction459

The third question we aimed to address is: ‘Does EGF selection further influence ground motion460

estimations’? The analyses in previous sections were based on the multi-EGF approach in order461
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Figure 9. Comparison of cluster A (in blue) and cluster B (in red) cases of synthetic ground motion

with GMPE curves from Zhao et al. (2006) (in gray) by spectral acceleration at 1 Hz (left panel), 2 Hz

(mid-panel), and 5 Hz (right panel). The results for 5 Hz Mean GMPE curves are shown in solid lines;

the lower and upper limits of GMPE curves are shown in dashed lines. Each row stands for the analysis

of a station: BIM, SAM, ILAM, and MPOM from top to bottom, respectively. We used soil class #4 for

GMPEs.

to focus exclusively on the source effects. Here we explore the role of the EGF selection by462

repeating the logic tree simulations for each single-EGF use.463

We found that the predicted ground motion can be highly sensitive to EGF selection: the464

energy difference of EGFs in a specific frequency band can cause significant variations in pre-465

dicted ground motion despite the EGF corrections. We categorised the synthetic data by EGF466

use as shown in Fig. 10. Stations BIM, ILAM, and MPOM exhibit notably higher ground mo-467

tion amplitudes for the use of EGF III, while for station SAM, such effect is not obvious.468
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Figure 10. Effect of EGF selection on ground motion. Comparison of peak ground acceleration vs peak

Arias intensity results between all EGF approaches. Each diagram shows the results for a station.

5 DISCUSSION469

5.1 Variation of ground motion between stations470

The range of ground motion amplitude strongly varies between the four stations; In general, we471

computed a weaker ground motion amplitude for station MPOM compared to other stations.472

Fig. 11 shows histograms and kernel density estimations (KDE) of computed PGA for all per-473

formed simulations. KDE is a way of visualising the shape of the sample distribution (Parzen474

1962; Davis et al. 2011); it is defined as the normalised sum of kernel functions of a certain475

width computed on the data samples (here we use Gaussian kernels of standard deviation 0.10,476

0.10, 0.11, and 0.04 g for stations BIM, SAM, ILAM, and MPOM, respectively; details on KDE477

can be found in the reference provided in Data and resources). The results point to a similarity478

between three stations, BIM, SAM and ILAM, in terms of amplitude and standard deviation.479

For both clusters, the mean values for the three stations are roughly twice as that of MPOM.480

For example, the mean PGA of the cluster A ranges between 0.2 and 0.22 g for the three sta-481

tions, whereas this value lowers to 0.08 g for station MPOM. The peak kernel density notably482

increases, approximately twice, at station MPOM due to the narrow range of PGA, i.e., limited483

variation, compared to the other three stations.484

A detailed site characterisation is essential to better assess the variation potential of ground485

motion between the stations and understand the reason behind it. Recall that we found that the486

significance of ground motion variation with respect to GMPE and the potential of further varia-487

tion due to EGF selection are station-dependent. Our current knowledge about site conditions is488
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Figure 11. Histograms of peak ground acceleration values at each station, associated with kernel density

(black curve). Each rug stands for a simulation result.

limited and does not allow for further interpretations of the variation of ground motion between489

stations in our results. Additional analyses to characterise site effects at Martinique stations—as490

applied in Guadeloupe (Castro et al. 2003)—would be helpful for future seismic hazard studies491

in Martinique. Moreover, EGF method considers a similarity of the source-to-site propagation492

path between EGF and target earthquake; it cannot account for further variation of ground mo-493

tion due to possible site-related complexities due to a strong earthquake. We target a magnitude494

7.5 earthquake, and further variation of ground motion due to complex soil behaviour (e.g., soil495

nonlinearity, and liquefaction) under such a strong earthquake is possible as known by past ob-496

servations and numerical studies (e.g., Aguirre & Irikura 1997; Ghofrani et al. 2013; Régnier497

et al. 2013; Oral et al. 2019). Further research on this aspect, together with an enhanced site498

characterisation, can take the effort of ground motion prediction a step forward.499

5.2 Need for an improved regional GMPE500

The absence of a regional GMPE for a magnitude 7.5 earthquake is another limitation for the501

interpretation of our results; the only regional GMPE, the ‘B3’ model (Beauducel et al. 2011),502

also needs revision for moderate events. Here we used the GMPE of Zhao et al. (2006), that was503
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EGF I (M 4.12) EGF II (M 4.25) EGF III (M 4.53)

GMPE vs EGF eventsʼ recordings

Figure 12. Comparison of recorded PGA to GMPE estimations for the three EGF events at the four

Martinique stations. Zhao et al. (2006) model is in blue (with lower and upper limits as dashed lines),

whereas the B3 model (Beauducel et al. 2011) is in red.

developed with Japanese data, to analyse our synthetic ground motion data, since the B3 model504

is not recommended for M ≥ 6.5 earthquakes. Although past studies qualify the Zhao et al.505

(2006) GMPE as the best representative of our target earthquake, Kotha (2018) states that the506

use of a GMPE that has been developed with the data from a different region can become non-507

ergodic due to the differences of crustal characteristics. Therefore, according to the latter, such508

GMPEs require additional adjustments of ground motion before application to other regions. In509

that sense, future mitigation studies would benefit from further research on GMPE applications.510

We compared the B3 model and Zhao et al. (2006) GMPE with the EGF recordings, in a511

range of magnitudes (4.2–4.5) where both GMPEs are valid (Fig. 12). B3 model underestimates512

all the three events, whereas Zhao et al. (2006) is mostly in agreement with observations. This513

incompatibility also points to further need to improve regional GMPE applications.514

6 CONCLUSIONS515

A M > 7 interplate earthquake is expected offshore Martinique. In this study, we investigated516

the most influential parameters on broadband ground motion mainly due to source kinematics517

for a hypothetical Mw 7.5 earthquake.518

Our findings are:519

(i) The fault geometry and the spatial extension of the largest slip patch are the most deter-520
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minant source-related factors for ground motion. The combination of a rectangular fault with a521

high aspect ratio and condensed small slip asperities can result in a significant amplification of522

source energy. Such energy amplification manifests itself by a substantial increase of broadband523

wave energy and ground motion amplitude throughout the signal duration. We stress that we set524

the down-dip limit to 55 km, as suggested by Paulatto et al. (2017) for the coupled interface of525

the subduction zone; more studies are needed to constrain the further role of the fault geometry526

when considering different depths of the down-dip limit.527

(ii) The agreement between simulated ground motion and GMPE estimations is highly sen-528

sitive to the evaluated frequency of ground motion and station. Future research on the improve-529

ment of regional GMPE application and site characterisation is necessary to constrain the real-530

istic range of ground motion and source parameters.531

(iii) EGF selection can be another factor causing significant variation in the predicted ground532

motion. The application of EGF technique for forward modelling in moderately seismic areas533

such as Martinique requires a special attention to EGF selection, because of potential energy534

differences between EGF events. Despite the broadband ground motion modelling (0.5-25 Hz),535

we underline that the variability of our results is higher beyond the EGF corner frequency, that536

equals 5 Hz here, because of the stochastic nature of rupture at those frequencies. Thus, we put537

a special emphasis on the need for using more EGFs and a deeper look to rupture dynamics to538

better constrain the ground motion at such high frequencies.539
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Data and resources552

The seismic catalogue for Lesser Antilles used in this study is available from OVSG & OVSM553

(2020). Note that event ipgp2017hushqx is not present in the catalogue, since it has been554

superseded by event ipgp2017hushqz (see discussion in EGF selection).555

Waveform data from networks G, WI, GL and MQ (IPGP & EOST 1982; IPGP 2008c,a,b)556

was downloaded from the IPGP Data Center (http://datacenter.ipgp.fr).557

Waveform data from networks CU and NA (Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory (ASL)/USGS558

2006; KNMI 2006) was obtained through the IRIS Data Management Center (https://ds.559

iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/).560

The RIKsrf code, used for modelling kinematic source rupture, is available at https://561

github.com/fgallovic/RIKsrf. The SourceSpec code, used to determine earthquake source562

parameters, is available at https://github.com/SeismicSource/sourcespec.563

Data analysis has been performed using ObsPy (Krischer et al. 2015). Figures have been564

produced using the Generic Mapping Tools (Wessel et al. 2019) and Matplotlib (Hunter 2007).565

Explanation of seaborn library tools of Python to visualise kernel density plots can be566

found at https://seaborn.pydata.org/tutorial/distributions.html and https://567

mathisonian.github.io/kde/.568
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